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contributed information for 135
European species. The paper goes much
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becomes progressively safer later in
the nesting period, and large young
are rarely deserted. On the other
hand, large young tend to 'explode'
fiom the nest after disturbance, and
the best guideline seems to be to trap
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laying stage (desertion rate 5-10%),
'moderately dangerous' (n = 3095) to
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and

keep rep€ated nest disturbances to
the minimum.

It is safer to catch the

second adult

on another day than to keep the first

bird and hope that the other will
return quickly to the nest-

Avoid catching attempts

in
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nesting period. In general, catching
becomes progressively safer later in
the nesting period, and large young

occurs during
and
during the early (4281), middle (4282)
and late (2390) stages of the nestling

period. But for
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release the bird.
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tie other
hand, large young tend to'explode'
fiom the nest after disturbance, and
the best guideline seems to be to t.ap
are rarely deserted. On
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adults during the middle third of the
nesding period.
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Some species seem more prone to
desertion if caught late in the day.

However, Kania notes that even for

relatively common species (in Europei)
the knowledge of what is and what is not
safe is inadequate. There is a need for
further investigations into the impact of
catching adults on their behaviour and
breeding success. To meet this ne€d
EURING has initiated a p.oiecr catled
SCAN (Safety of CatchingAaults at the
Nest). Ringers record the method of
catching and releasing the bird, the time
of day, the time talen to catch the bird,

could repon their resuhs

News. For

in

Safring

example, Bradley (1993)
provided guidelines for tie safe carching
of Greater Striped Swallows llirundo
cucullata. Ringers who make incidental
observations on srnall numbers of nests
could submit their data to SAFRING,
where it will be curated until pooled

sample sizes

are

adequate for

publication.

In many studies of bird behaviour and
breeding biology it is essential to catch
the owners of a nest. Anyone initiating
such a study

in southem Africa

could

profitably study Kania's results for the
most closely related European species.

of handling, the

ambient
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The two introductory chapters

are

particularly relevant. The most useful
part of the fiIst chapter deals with
assorted measurements and how to tale

them. Do you know the correct
proc.edure for measuring'wing-span',
'depth of bill', 'width of bill', 'ta.sus',
'toe or 'claw'? Or how to determine

the 'wing-formula'? It's all here, with
good descriptions, tips on how to take
the measurements more easily, and clear

line drawings to illustrate

tle

procedurcs. If ringers develop their own
idiosyncratic ways of taking measure-
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